
MAGNETISE YOUR MIND



SEALINE

 enjoy the 

LIGHT
 feel the 

SPACE
 combine functionality with

DESIGN
All Sealine yachts are born of the same values: They feature wide interior spaces, an amazing quantity of natural light and 

outstanding design with German engineering inside. As for these trademarks, the F430 displays the true spirit of Sealine.



LARGE BATHING 
PLATFORM
Celebrate life on the water in full  
comfort. The bathing platform features 
hydraulics for easy lowering, and the  
steps automatically extend.

TWO OPEN-AIR 
GRILL ISLANDS
The F430 features two fully-equipped 
barbecue islands: at the stern and on the 
flybridge. Both grills are outfitted with a 
sink, pop-up lighting and storage space. FLYBRIDGE OF 

GRAND COMFORT 
The flybridge offers plenty of space for your 
entire family and guests. Here you have  
a range of enjoyable options – from sun-
bathing to barbecuing under open skies. 

UNLIMITED 
PANORAMIC VIEW 
Take in the spanning view of the water 
and coast. The floor-to-ceiling windows 
are the largest of their class and enable 
you to enjoy the sunshine to the fullest.

SUN LOUNGE  
AT THE BOW
There are plenty of adjustable cushions to 
create the relaxing space you like. Two 
extra seats and atmospheric pop-up lights 
make this spot even more enticing.

3 DOUBLE CABINS 
ACROSS 43 FEET
Exclusive: the F430 is the first yacht of 
this class to offer three comprehensively 
equipped and luxuriously fitted double 
cabins on request. 

MAKE YOUR LIFE 
ONE LONG WEEKEND



The F430 is a Sealine through and through – crowned with a captivating flybridge. Reigning  

over the characteristic, unmistakably large panorama windows is a viewing platform that  

satisfies your every desire. High-speed performance ensures that the everyday hectic quickly 

disappears behind the horizon. The new Sealine F430 – an experience that every yacht  

enthusiast is magnetically drawn to. 

TAKE YOUR FASCINATION 
TO NEW HEIGHTS



The flybridge on the Sealine F430 was designed with just one goal in mind: to make you 

want to spend every moment on it. You sail into the rising sun while enjoying the open-air 

helm. You take in the setting sun during an al fresco dinner. The time in between is spent 

on the large sun lounge or partaking of freshly grilled delights directly from the kitchen 

ensemble in the rear of the flybridge. 

SEALINE



You have everything your heart desires on the flybridge. But because the allure of a true Sealine  

lies in its variety of options, the F430 also offers alternative spaces of leisure for you and your family.  

The cockpit below the flybridge casts shade and can be equipped with an additional outdoor barbecue.  

The bow awaits you with a huge sun lounge featuring adjustable cushions to create a backrest. 



For many lovers of a maritime lifestyle, the sunset is a highlight of the day. The interplay of lights on the Sealine 

F430 sets the perfect scene for any summer evening. Whether you are already in the harbour or anchored along 

the coast, a carefully harmonised mix of pop-up lighting and ceiling spots lends every moment its true magic. 



With the Sealine F430, voyages are so luxurious that you will want to share them with others. 

As the F430 is the world’s first 43-foot yacht which can be outfitted with three double cabins 

on request, up to six guests can enjoy a unique experience. 

A FIRST IN CLASS: 3 DOUBLE 
CABINS ACROSS 43 FEET



The cabins leave you breathless every time with the finest yacht interior. Revel in stylish details, high 

craftsmanship and lavish fittings. High-gloss woods lend the furnishings an elegant charm – from the 

large-sized beds to the chaise lounge with fold-out vanity table in your full-beam master cabin. It is the 

cultivation of interior design at its most superb.



The manufacturing quality of the F430 is a multi-sensory experience. Exquisite 

materials spoil the eye with every glance. A subtle scent of finest leathers blends 

with the pleasing feel of elegant woods. Anything you see or touch was masterfully 

handcrafted by superb boat builders. Enjoy an exclusive atmosphere that can only 

be created by the perfect match of sophisticated details. 

GUIDED BY EXCELLENCE. 
CRAFTED BY HAND.



SEALINE

Outstanding boating characteristics are part of the Sealine experience. From  

the shape of the hull to the engines, we have pulled out all the stops to ensure 

the Sealine F430 gives you special moments on the water.  

OUTRUN THE ORDINARY 

LAMINATED  
POWER GRID
The hull reinforcements of the Sealine F430 
are elaborately laminated – giving you the 
advantages of a high-strength yacht with a 
reduced weight.  

IPS DRIVE AS 
STANDARD
Choose your twin Volvo Penta IPS engines: 
IPS400, IPS500 or IPS600. The highest-
performing engines produce 870 horse-
power and achieve a speed of 32 knots.

DEEP V-SHAPED KEEL 
The Sealine F430 hull cuts sharp through the 
waves. This means the Sealine is exceptionally 
stable in the water, and you can feel the higher 
boating comfort as a result. 

UPRIGHT STEM
The vertical stem, with its bottom corner, 
pierces through the waves elegantly. This,  
in turn, results in more comfort and higher 
boating pleasure.      



STANDARD OPTION A OPTION B OPTION C

ENGINE OPTIONS

2 x Volvo Penta IPS500 - Pod Drive 28 knots*

2 x Volvo Penta IPS600 - Pod Drive 32 knots*

ENGINE STANDARD

2 x Volvo Penta IPS400 - Pod Drive 23 knots*

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS (according to ISO 8666)

Length Overall (Lmax) 13.55 m 44' 4"

Length of Hull (LH) 11.73 m 38' 6"

Beam (BH) 4.20 m 13' 9"

Height above waterline incl. mast (approx.) 5.37 m 17' 6"

Height above waterline excl. mast (approx.) 4.14 m  13' 6"

Draught (Tmax) 1.13 m 3' 8"

Fuel capacity 1,100 l 241 UK gal  

Water capacity 450 l 98 UK gal

Displacement 13.65 t 13.43 UK t

CE Category B

Max. person 12

A1 A2 A1 A1

B1C1 B2
vanity area  
in owners 
cabin option

B3 B4

*  All performance figures are given in good faith and are intended as an indication. These figures cannot be guaranteed as top speed in particular is affected by the cleanliness of the hull, conditions of the propellers, weight carried and air/sea temperature. Performance is 
related also to the optional accessories selected. SEALINE reserves the right to change specifications in line with the company policy of improvement through research and development. Errors and omissions expected. Please check with your dealer for a full list of inclusions.

This brochure is not contractual. The yachts depicted partly comprise special equipment not included in the standard scope of supply. Illustrations may not correspond with current versions. Subject to alterations in design and equipment without notice and errors excepted. 
Renderings: Björn Willer ALPHA3. Photos: Nico Krauss. Artwork: smz GmbH

LOWER DECKMAIN DECKFLYBRIDGE LOWER DECKLOWER DECK LOWER DECK
bow cabin with queen size bed, 

standard aft cabin  
full beam with queen size bed

with optional  
wetbar

aft cabin portside with twin bed 
 and aft cabin starboard side with  

double bed

bow cabin with  
scissors berth

aft cabin portside with queen size 
bed and aft cabin starboard side 

with double bed



SEALINE



www.sealine.com
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